"Easy Grass!"™
"Easy Fit!"™

TURFNGRASS
landscaping grass with natural grass colour, soft and fine yarn it is the best replacement for natural grass.

ARTIFICIAL GRASS
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TURFnGRASS. Landscaping grass with natural grass colour, soft and fine yarn it is the best replacement for natural grass. It has been widely used in different applications including indoor decoration, gardens, building and landscape, decoration of hotels, shops and offices, etc. Decking cover & patio cover.

**Benefits**
- Natural feeling and look
- Ever-green all year round
- Low maintenance cost
- Environmental-friendly
- Insect prevention
- Pet safe
- Hygienic for children

**KEEP YOUR GRASS ALWAYS GREEN**

**40mm ARTIFICIAL GRASS**
Strong 4-ply yarn

**30mm ARTIFICIAL GRASS**
Strong 4-ply yarn
BEFORE YOU BEGIN - PREPARATION

Artificial Grass is an easy DIY product to install.

A. Drainage. To prevent water build-up ensure that you have good drainage. For example if on clay, dig a soak-away at one end, and fill with rubble.
B. Ensure there is a run-off for water, with a 0.3% angle.
C. Always install a solid sub-base of 75mm of compressed hardcore, and a good weed membrane on top.
D. The grass must be fixed properly at the edges & joints. A treated timber frame is recommended.
E. Sandfill sand is not required, however if a sand infill is added, ensure it is infilled evenly and the sand goes down to the bottom by using a stiff yard brush. Sandfill drains. It adds weight + stability + protects the artificial grass. Sandfill assists to keep the long blades of artificial grass erect.

INSTALATION. How to replace a natural lawn with a TurfNGrass artificial lawn.

STEP 1
Remove your top layer of turf and continue digging down to 75mm depth. Flatten the earth down. Treated wooden timber battens should be installed around the perimeter to allow you to screw/nail and secure your artificial grass into place.

Alternatively, metal pins can be used around the edge of the grass.

STEP 2
Fill the area between the wooden battens up to the top using hardcore - grit.

Spread, level and compact the sub base with a hand roller or vibrating plate until flush with the top of the wooden battens.

STEP 3
Lay your weed barrier membrane over the sand, pegging the weed barrier to the wooden battens to help hold it in place. Overlap and tape together all joints.

STEP 4
Using a sharp Stanley knife, carefully cut around obstacles and cut away any excess artificial grass material that isn’t required.

STEP 5
Use nails or wood/decking screws to fix your new artificial lawn directly over and onto the wood battens. Trim off any excess grass using a sharp Stanley knife.

STEP 6
Use nails to fix the edges next to walls or other edges. Indoor projects do not need nails, just seaming tape and glue, or single/double sided adhesive tape.

STEP 7
Using a stiff yard brush. Brush the artificial grass firmly to help the pile stand up.

Note: it is not unusual for your artificial grass to be somewhat flat for a week or two. Just continue to brush during this period.
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HOW TO JOIN TWO SECTIONS TOGETHER

STEP 1
Adjacent rolls should be laid together with the grass pile pointing in the same direction.

Butt both surfaces together ensuring a straight line.

STEP 2
Use single, or double sided adhesive tape to join edges. Use U-Pins to lock the joins together ensuring the pile is pulled back before inserting the pins.

STEP 3
Seaming tape and glue may be used to permanently join the rolls together.

Unroll the seaming tape along the seam line. Apply the adhesive to the top surface of the seaming tape. Fold artificial grass edges onto the joining tape and glue. Use weight on top of the artificial grass overnight to enhance the strength of the joint.

INSTALLING YOUR ARTIFICIAL GRASS LAWN ONTO HARD SURFACES SUCH AS CONCRETE AND WOODEN DECKING

STEP 1
Remove surface imperfections.

Thoroughly clean to remove all loose concrete, dirt, paint, grease, etc that will prevent good adhesion. Attempt to flatten any levelling issues using compacted grit where needed.

STEP 2
Rolls can be loose laid or fixed with outdoor adhesive, or with single/double-sided adhesive tape. Ensure all joins and all edges are securely fixed with glue, or single/double sided adhesive tape, and nails/pins round the perimeter.

STEP 3
Using a stiff yard brush. Brush the artificial grass firmly to help the pile stand up.

Note: it is not unusual for your artificial grass to be somewhat flat for a week or two. Just continue to brush during this period.

KEEP YOUR GRASS ALWAYS GREEN

MAINTENANCE
We advise brushing your artificial grass thoroughly every 2 to 3 weeks to ensure your grass looks great all year round, whilst remaining free of any natural growth and debris.